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Executive Summary 

This report describes the final text mining tool developed within the context of the Polirural 

project: The Semantic Explorer. It complements the tool that can be accessed at www.semex.io. 

The document briefly describes the aim and then more extensively describes the technologies, 

the functionalities, and the architecture. Semantic Explorer has been developed as a support tool 

for policymakers in the rural areas. During the development it emerged that the Semantic 

Explorer could produce valuable outputs for researchers involved in Foresight and System 

Dynamics Modelling (SDM) activities. Specific functionalities have been developed to assist 

researchers and facilitators involved in Foresight and SDM activities. The organization of working 

groups and training sessions should lead to the co-creation of a text mining system tailored to 

the needs of Polirural’s partners. The aim is to produce replicable solutions to be used with similar 

stakeholders. 

Keywords 

Text Mining; Semantic Explorer; text analysis; data extraction; ⋅Topic identification; tools for 

policy-making; Artificial Intelligence; Machine Learning; Natural Language Processing (NLP); rural 

development 

  

http://www.semex.io/
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1 Introduction 

Text Mining (TM) uses complex algorithms and cutting-edge technologies such as Artificial 

Intelligence and Machine Learning to detect patterns in vast amounts of text. Natural Language 

Processing (NLP) transforms text into numbers which then can be processed by the computer to 

gain insight out of the data. Thus, it is possible to analyse the information available online, such 

as scientific papers, large collections of libraries and archives, social media, etc. TM can for 

instance evaluate the sentiments of discussions in social media regarding a certain policy; 

summarize long texts; find patterns and dependencies in vast amounts of text; categorize text by 

locations and/or by topic, etc. Results can be presented graphically to amplify the visual impact 

and “create new knowledge”. 

One of the objectives of the Polirural project is to bring solutions to policymakers in order to 

support European rural areas in responding to contemporary challenges. This deliverable 

accompanies and describes Semantic Explorer (semex.io), the tool developed to provide support 

to researchers and facilitators by reducing the cognitive load related to tasks that are essential 

to policy processes. It may, for instance, be of help to those who must prepare inputs for use in 

a Foresight or SD Modelling exercises. The tool is based on NLP functions including Topic 

Extraction, Named Entity Recognition and Sentiment Analysis. Through these NLP processes 

users can access analysed text and visualize the result through effective graphical 

representations.  

       

Figure 1 Example of visualizations in Semantic Explorer 

The current version of the system includes a complete technological framework to perform the 

tasks described above, which are combined in predefined processing chains. The analytical 

frontend is intentionally linking the underlying processing very loosely to allow users within the 

project to explore the skills of the algorithms. At the same time, users are equipped with a 

http://www.semex.io/
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powerful analytical dashboard (described in section 3.2.5) which allows experimenting with 

advanced analytics on all processed data. The idea behind this configuration is to create a truly 

effective co-design process towards a final user tailored workspace.  

Following this brief introduction, Chapter 2 presents the tool itself and the various functionalities, 

so that the reader can understand from the start what are the technical solutions offered. It 

illustrates Semantic Explorer and proposes suggestions about its utilization. It also attempts to 

clarify the kind of question that the tool can respond to and illustrates the various graphical 

outputs that can be extrapolated for further analysis. The objective of chapter 2 is therefore to 

provide a Users’ Guide, both for technical and non-technical users, of the system at current stage. 

However, the tool’s architecture and basic functionalities have been created having in mind 

flexibility and modularity to allow the possibility to change and add new functions resulting from 

the co-creation phase that will start right after MS2. As illustrated in chapter 5 in this co-creation 

phase, text mining developers cooperate with project partners with the aim of designing new 

tailored functionalities in Semantic Explorer. Chapter 3 of this deliverable introduces the topic of 

Natural Language Processing (NLP) giving an overview on the solutions used in Work Package 2 

(WP2). It describes the NLP processes used and analyses the challenges and the possible 

improvements that the system developed could undergo. Chapter 4 is dedicated to training 

Polirural’s partners to ensure use of the tool. Challenges and possible solutions be analysed in 

the evaluation process. Chapter 5 describes the Regional Library and how it has been built while 

chapter 6 describes the complex architecture that enables the system to function. The concluding 

remarks summarise the work carried and identify the possible developments that will be run in 

the next semester to further fine tune and tailor the product to Polirural’s end users. Finally, 

Annex 1 provides guidance on the use of the tool through open API. 
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2 Semantic Explorer 

Semantic Explorer can be accessed at www.semex.io. It analyses data text creating structured 

information from unstructured material (Objective 2 of Polirural). The results can be visualized 

through impactful graphical representations such as word clouds, bar charts and geographical 

maps with geo-locations.  

The tool’s design and specifications are the result of intense communication with Work Packages 

1, 4 and 5 and with some of the partners involved in the innovation aspects of the project (CKA, 

AVINET, 22SISTEMA, CZU, S&L, VITO etc...). Its role in Polirural is embedded in the innovative 

concept which aims at “creating a reusable framework that draws upon participatory principles, 

stakeholder knowledge, big data, original research and advanced analytics to deliver more 

accurate foresight for rural regions, contributing to new and enhanced policy interventions.” 

(Polirural Project Proposal) as illustrated in Figure 2.  

 

Figure 2 Polirural concept (Extracted from Polirural’s Project Proposal)  

Semex.io reflects this concept and has been designed with the general objective of providing 

support to the researchers involved in Foresight and SDM by reducing the cognitive load related 

to tasks that are essential to policy processes. Some of the tasks conceived and the solutions 

provided are:  

• To be of support to researchers and facilitators preparing inputs for use in a Foresight 

exercise: the tool can highlight the most relevant and emerging topics (Topic Manager); 

can be of help to capture well-known or recognised needs mentioned in policy documents 

for Needs Analysis; can help localizing the impact of relevant trends at regional level for 

Deep Dives  

• To bring valuable inputs in support to researchers involved in SDM activities: To extract 

the location, issues to be addressed and dynamics in trends and behaviours 

• To support the work of researchers involved in policy evaluation by analysing the polarity 

of text thus highlighting the topics with the most negative or positive feedback. 

http://www.semex.io/
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Further explanation and analysis about the design and initial developments of this tool can be 

found in Deliverables 2.1 and 2.2. Chapter 5 will also clarify how the tool will further develop, in 

following months, so that it can better respond to Project’s partners needs and eventually to 

stakeholders. On the other hand, this chapter is focused on demonstrating the basic 

functionalities of Semantic Explorer currently available. Once again, authors want to underline 

that this is the basic functioning system which will be further developed based on cooperation 

with partners.  

2.1. Scenarios 

In its core Semantic Explorer is a set of tools that can be connected in Pipelines to support 

processes of solving real-life tasks. Since the tool is primarily aimed at Foresight Exercise, System 

Dynamics and Policy Evaluation, and the main terms and concepts of those three domains differ 

substantially, we had to come up with our own set of concepts for a user-system interaction in 

order to cover the majority of tasks. 

2.1.1. User-system interaction 

The Interaction between the end-user and the system is based on the following concepts: 

● Actions 

● Pipeline 

● Workspace 

By Action we understand a feature of Semantic Explorer, which takes a user input, performs a 

single action on the data and returns output. Examples of actions: 

● a call to a particular method of TextProcessor or TextAnalyzer (e.g. extraction of topics, 

calculating sentiment, etc.) 

● data filtering (for example, filtering posts from Social Media by time frame and topics) 

● aggregation of values obtained in the course of a previous action (e.g. averaging 

sentiments or displaying gathered data on a timeline). 

Pipeline is an internal representation of the process. Each pipeline consists of a defined number 

of actions. A user interface for each action is a workspace. 

Workspace is a particular arrangement of visual elements on a web-page, that are organized in a 

sensible way and together provide a way to define the whole Pipeline in a single view.  

The relations between those three concepts can be represented by the following diagram. 

 
Figure 3 Relations between Actions, Pipelines and Workspaces 
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One can think of Semantic Explorer as a toolbox - a set of features with each feature 

corresponding to a certain action. If those actions are enchained in a particular order, together 

they define a certain scenario of problem solving. 

The examples of scenarios that follow are not hard-coded in https://semex.io/ but all of them 

can easily be configured upon request. To formulate such a request, the end-user should learn 

what features it offers and how they can be combined. Below we give examples of the real-life 

scenarios that are supported by the system. In the following sections we describe in a greater 

detail basic data structures and relationships used in those scenarios (see NUM) and in the 

section NUM "Preliminary User Guide" we give a short overview of the tools to manipulate the 

data. 

2.1.2. Issues analysis 

In terms of Semantic Explorer, the Issues Analysis is the process of extracting topics from text 

with a negative sentiment. If not filtered, the top 10 topics in this list represent global trends. If 

filtered by geo-locations, they become local trends. They can also be filtered by semantic 

similarity to other topics, etc. 

The example of the process of Issues Analysis: 

Step 1. Extract data from Social Media 

Filters: 

• pick up main Topic (can be selected from the Similarity Cluster1 or via search by keywords) 

• define geographical area - select the name of the region / place or use interactive map to 

define [lat, lon] and radius 

• define period of time (optional) 

Output: 

• collection of texts extracted from Social Media. 

Step 2. Aggregation by topics extracted from texts 
Inputs: 

• dataset obtained at Step 1. 

Output:  

• Social Media data grouped by topics: 

{ 
topic_1: [ 
 tweet1, tweet2… 
 ], 
topic_2: [ 

 
1 Link to the description 

https://semex.io/
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 tweet5, tweetN… 
 ]... 
} 

Step 3. Sentiment analysis of posts by topics: 
Input: 

○ dataset obtained at Step 2. 
Output: 

• average values of sentiment calculated from all the posts for each topic. 

Step 4. Topics filtering: 
Input: 

• values sentiments vs. topics obtained at Step 3. 

Output: 

• Top 10 topics that got the most negative sentiment values. 

The output of this process can be interpreted as "the issues connected to a certain topic" (for 

example, a name of Policy or a Trend). From this result we can stretch further, looking for the 

issues of the subtopics of the current topic and using them in the next round of Issue Analysis. 

For example, the Issues Analysis by the topic "Disadvantaged areas" uncovers the most negative 

sentiment connected to its subtopic "Underdeveloped areas". Then the end-user can: 

• use "Underdeveloped areas" as a main topic for the next round of Issues Analysis (thus 

performing even deeper analysis of problems in a certain region) 

• filter out posts from Social Media by this topic and negative sentiment, thus accessing the 

actual opinion of stakeholders on the various aspects of this topic. 

• use it as a filter to extract documents from Regional Library that is relevant to this topic, 

thus creating a Curated Reading List (see the next section).   

2.1.3. Curated Reading List 

The following is the citation of the note from Patrick Crehan (partner CKA). 

One can imagine an interface whereby 100 articles or other sources are mined and 
presented to the reader, who quickly scans these, and based on their own insights, will 
swipe left or swipe right in order to select a sub-list containing those it deems most 
appropriate for the task at hand. 
This sub list could then be further processed, into a CRL or curated reading list, suitable for 
distribution without the need for further editing work by the reader. For example, a final 
step might result in a final summary, a summary of the summaries if you will, with a list of 
references, and a summary of the effort required to create the CRL, any annotations that 
the “reader” may have added and if needed the original abstracts for each of the retained 
references. 
This final object is the “curated reading list”... 
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Step 1. Selection of sources by topics 
Input: 

• list of topics - can either be list Topics manually selected from the database or the list of 

topics obtained as a result of the Issues Analysis (see 2.1.2 "Issues analysis"). 

Outputs: 

• dataset of sources from Regional Library on the selected Topics. 

Step 2. Text summarization: 
Input: 

• dataset obtained at Step 1. 

Output: 

• A collection of the short texts (summary) and links to the original sources. 

Step 3. Profiler: 
Input: 

• collection obtained at Step 2.  

Output: 

• Named Entities extracted from each summary 

• List of external links to the documents in the internet semantically close to the Topics 

(issues) defined at Step 2. 

A Reading List consists of both internal documents from the Regional Library and external 

resources, links to which can be found in the Regional Library. Such a list of publications can be 

proposed to the Partners and Stakeholders working in defined Pilot Areas. 

This use case can also be useful to create periodic summaries in the form "resources vs. topics" 

as the Regional Library is being continuously updated. 

2.1.4. Sentiment Analysis 

Sentiment Analysis is one of the main processes for uncovering issues and their potential 

solutions in the pilot areas. Given that all texts in the Library are automatically labelled with topics 

and sentiment, it is also possible to find sources from other pilot areas on the same topics (even 

if in other languages) with positive sentiment, thus trying to find information about possible 

solutions of the problem. The topic in this case can be either name of the policy (like "CAP") or a 

real-world problem (like "air pollution"). 

Step 1. Aggregation of posts from Social Media by time 
Input: 

• filter by time (for example, "last year" or "last month")  

• aggregate by time-chunks for grouping of SM posts (for example, "each quarter" or "each 

month"). 
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Output: 
● posts of Social Media gathered in each chunk. 

Step 2. Topic extraction 
Input: 

● Collection obtained at Step 1. 
Output: 

● the most important topics for each chunk of time, extracted from the posts. 
Step 3. Aggregation by topics 
Inputs: 

● Collection of data from Social Media obtained at Step 1. 
● List of Topics obtained in Step 2. 

Output: 
● The collection of data in the form of "topics by time": 

{ 
    2 months ago: 
        "social security": [posts...], 
        "access to funds": [posts...], 
    last month: 
    "biofuel": ... 
    "air pollution": ... 
        ... 
} 

Step 4. Sentiment analysis / aggregation for each particular chunk of time: 
Input: 

● collection obtained at Step 3 
Output: 

● dataset in the same form with "sentiment" averaged for each time chunk 
Step 5. Put it on the map: 
Input: 

● data gathered at previous step 
Output: 

● Data aggregated by: 
(a) chunks of time at the whole time frame2 
(b) region3 (for example, GAUL4) 
(c) average value of sentiment 

This result is statistical in its nature: it gives the opportunity to see how sentiment changed in 

time in a particular place on the map regarding selected topics (for example, "how the perception 

of CAP in Flanders has been changing every month from 2012 to 2020"). It can also be visualized 

on the map. 

 
2 In terms of the Semantic Explorer system this is called "time histogram". 
3 All data from Social Media are geo-tagged, otherwise they are not allowed to be stored in the database . 
4 http://www.fao.org/geonetwork/srv/en/metadata.show%3Fid%3D12691 
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2.2. Basic data structures and relationships 

The basic data structures and the relationships between them are represented in Figure 4.

 

Figure 4 Basic data structures and relationships 

A continuous border line represents objects that are stored in the database as separate entities. 

Those of them labelled with a grey list on the bottom are "transactional", i.e. they can change 

often (be inserted, updated or deleted), while the others are relatively static (so called "reference 

models"). 

Dashed line expresses the "embedded" character of data. For example, geo-location (which 

consists of place name, country, geo-coordinates, etc.) does not exist in the database as a 

separate object but attached to records of Regional Library or posts from Social Media. 

Both embedded and static objects are the objects that can be used for filtering and search in 

transactional data (for example, sources from Regional Library filtered by Topics, search by 

Named Entity in Library, filter Social Media by belonging to a certain Landscape through its gro-

location). 

The absence of line indicates that the objects are not stored in the database at all, however can 

be referenced (links in the internet can be a part of a Reading List). 

In addition, every static and transactional resource is labelled with a date of creation and last 

update, which can also be used for filtering. 
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2.2.1. Reference models 

By "model" we understand a data structure with defined fields and their types. Reference models 

(as opposed to transactional models), are defined structures for storing relatively static and 

descriptive data. In Semantic Explorer those are User Profiles, Organizations, Regional Library and 

Geo-Locations. 

User profiles and Organizations 

User profiles serve the purpose of tracing user's actions upon other reference models (such as 

Regional Library or Keywords). For instance, the system traces the activities from each user and 

keeps track of when each new source has been entered, when the existing record of Landscape 

has been amended and when a list of Keywords for a particular language has been changed. 

Users are grouped around Organizations. The primary purpose of Organization reference is to 

store in the database information about the PoliRural Project's partners. In the future this 

purpose can be extended. 

Warning: a user cannot use the system if he or she is not a part of some organization.  

Regional Library 

Regional Library is the core reference in the system. Essentially this is just a set of links to the 

resources in the internet, that contain textual5 information on the topics, defined by the goal of 

the project. Each link is accompanied by language, owner (a user who entered added the link to 

the library) and dates of creation and last update. 

Some use cases (see 3.1.4 "Use Cases") generate a subset of links from Regional Library and other 

links available on the Internet. Those links can be combined in a Reading List (see detailed 

description of the Reading List in the Deliverable 2.1 "Technical Specification of the Text Mining 

Tool"). 

Warning: although everything is technically ready to store Reading Lists in the system, the actual 

process of adding Lists will be defined when the first Lists will be ready. This is due to the modular 

architecture of the system and due to the fact that there can be a number of independent 

procedures of gathering information which can result in a creation of a Reading List. 

Keywords is a reference of all possible keywords that serve the purpose of tracing Social Media. 

More details about the Regional Library collection is included in Chapter 5 of this deliverable. 

 
5 The crucial word here is "textual" - the very aim of the Text Mining is to extract meaningful information from 

text. Thus the effectiveness of the analysis depends on the amount of text in the resource: documents with a lot 
of pictures and tables produce poorer analysis and slow down the system. 
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Geo-locations 

There are two main interdependent structures in the system that define geo-locations: Regions 

and Landscapes. Their relation to each other is "1 to (0..N)" (in one Region there can be zero, or 

one, or more than one Landscapes). 

Landscape is described by multipolygon on the map and can be extracted from the system in 

GeoJSON format. 

2.2.2. Applied Semantic Analysis 

There are a number of measurements with which a text can be annotated using Semantic 

Analysis. Some of them are used for analysis in Use Cases, while others are considered as 

auxiliary. 

Main measurements: 

● Topics - short phrases from known thesauruses (e.g. GEMET) to categorize a chunk of 
text. 

● Named Entities - persons, places, phone numbers, percentages, even names, etc. 
● Geo-location - a place which can be geo-tagged (a second stage result from obtained 

after Named Entities Recognition [NER]) 
● Polarity - a value of Sentiment (-1..0..1) 

Auxiliary: 

● Text Summary - 5-6 sentences that describe the essence of the whole text  
● Tokens / noun chunks - separate words and short phrases that define objects and 

subjects of sentences 

Definition: Applied6 Semantic Analysis is the process of annotating chunks of text with the main 

measurements. The process of Semantic Analysis is different for the two main resource types in 

the system. 

Applied Semantic Analysis in Regional Library 

Regional Library consists primarily of the big texts obtained by crawling the URLs entered in the 

system by the end-users. In order to perform a detailed analysis of each source, the process of 

annotation consists of the following steps: 

● The text is being split by paragraphs 
● For each paragraph lists of Topics and Named Entities are obtained 
● From the list of Named Entities those are separated that can be geo-parsed 
● Each paragraph is then split by chunks with exactly one found geo-location in it (chunks 

of text with no geo-locations are possible, too) 
● Each chunk is annotated with: 

○ full list of Topics of the paragraph 
○ value of Polarity of the paragraph 

 
6 We add the word "applied" to denote the application of SA in the current system - https://semex.io/ 
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○ individual list of Named Entities of the chunk  

The described scheme is necessary for performing the following procedures: 

● search by keywords 
● filter by Topics and Named Entities 
● aggregate Polarity 
● place documents on the map 

 

Figure 5 The example of the result of Applied Semantic Analysis on a document from the Library 

Applied Semantic Analysis in Social Media 

Currently only Twitter streaming is supported as a source of data from Social Media. 

Each tweet is being already annotated by geo-location (currently on the tweets from the chosen 

list of countries are being accepted), therefore the structure of the data is the same. A tweet 

always has one paragraph (#0, chunk #0). 

There are also two conditions for a tweet to be registered in the database of Semantic Explorer: 

● a tweet must be annotated with at least one topic 
● a tweet should have at least one Named Entity 
● a tweet's polarity cannot be "neutral", because in this case a tweet does not bring any 

information on the sentiment of the obtained topic(s)  
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2.2.3. Semantic structures 

Semantic structures are used for navigating documents in the Library that passed through the 

stage of Applied Semantic Analysis. There are two main Semantic structures that are used in 

https://semex.io/. 

Similarity Cluster 

Existing thesaurus explaining semantic relationships between topics in a chosen semantic space 

(for example, "rural attractiveness") and represented (visualized) as undirected graphs. Similarity 

Cluster is language dependent.  

 

Figure 6 Visualization of Similarity Cluster in a Radial Tree form 

Library Explorer 

Library Explorer is a set of sources from Library or Social Media filtered by the appearance of the 

topics from the first two levels of Similarity Cluster (root topic and its subtopics). Strictly speaking 
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Library Explorer is language agnostic, but since the source's language was used to extract its 

topics, the results usually "look" like they were filtered by topics and language. 

N.B.: not all topics from a certain Cluster can be found in the Library, as shown in the following 

Figure 7.   

 

Figure 7 Visualization of Library Explorer 

2.3. Preliminary User Guide  

2.3.1. Home Page 

Semex.io home is designed as an entry point into the text mining and analytical engine as well as 

to show some overall statistics of the documents available in the library. Currently the interface 

contains a dedicated section for different features of the system. The interface will be now 

further tested with various user groups and tailored to their feedback to provide an ideal user 

experience.  
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Figure 8 Semantic Explorer homepage 

At present the main sections accessible from the home page are: 

● User registration/Login (Sing In tab) 

● Library 

● Workspace 

● Topics 

● Analytics 

● Social Media 

● Manage 

● Statistical overview of resources 

The following section provides a detailed description of the features. When relevant (analytics) a 

basic user guide is provided with a cookbook with some basic workflows which should help users 

to understand how to use these tools. 
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2.3.2 Register/Login 

Currently, access to the Home Page (Semex.io) and to many of the basic functionalities remains 

public and there is no need to sign in or register. On the contrary, to manage the Regional Library 

(Manage button on the top bar) and adding or removing sources a registration will be required. 

Also, access to more advanced and tailored features that will be available following Polirural’s 

partners feedback will be limited to registered users. If required, these specific elements could 

be opened to a larger audience in the future but only after internal agreement with Polirural’s 

consortium.    

In order to obtain new credentials for registering evaluators and project’s partners that are not 

yet semex.io users are kindly requested to send the following email:  

● To: denis.kolokol@kajoservices.com / tommaso.sabbatini@kajoservices.com     

● Object: Sign in credentials request - Name of the Organization 

● Information required: 

○ Name of the org.: 

○ Type: (Public, NGO, SME ecc...) 

○ Contact person: Name and email address 

○ Organization description 

All the credentials (Username/Password) that have been previously issued to access and manage 

the Regional Library in semex.io can be used in the new version of Semantic Explorer. 

 

Figure 9 Sign In page 

2.3.3 Library 

The Library section in Semex.io provides users with the possibility to access documents contained 

in the Regional Library with information such as Language, size, created at, updated at, etc. By 

clicking on the link of the document the user can access it in its original destination. On the top 

left of the page the Filter link gives access to a menu for most advanced search options.  

http://www.semex.io/
mailto:denis.kolokol@kajoservices.com
mailto:denis.kolokol@kajoservices.com
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Figure 10 A closer look at the Regional Library 

On the other hand, by clicking on the line of the document (see Figure 11) the users can access 

the text analysis solutions (Figure 12): Named Entity Recognition, sentiment analysis, geo-

location (when available), and eventually a summary of the article. These functionalities may 

provide support to the researchers involved in Foresight, SDM and policy evaluation by reducing 

the cognitive load related to tasks that are essential to policy processes.  

  

Figure 11 How to select an article for analysis 
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Figure 12 Named Entity Recognition and sentiment analysis 

2.3.4 Workspaces: dedicated space for continuous integration in co-designing tailored 

solutions for rural policy support   

This area is dedicated to the development of specific tailored applications for Polirural partners. 

KAJO, together with other partners, already evaluated the possibility of providing a series of more 

structured TM functions, a sort of collection of pre-cooked recipes, blending together some of 

the solutions for enhancing the overall functionality of the product. Some of these prearranged 

solutions are outlined in the sub-chapter 3.2.5. and use the open source application Kibana. 

Other applications will be developed following users’ feedback (see Chapter 5 on Training and 

Evaluation). Thus, the analytical frontend is intentionally linking the underlying processing very 

loosely to allow users within the project to explore the skills of the algorithms. The idea behind 

this configuration is to create a truly effective co-design process towards a final user tailored 

workspace.  
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2.3.5 Topics 

 

Figure 13 Topic visualization 

The Topics option offers users the possibility of exploring the GEMET thesaurus used for NLP with 

two different similarity clusters visualizations. To visualize the branches option, click on the wind 

icon on the blue box on the right. To choose the circular visualization choose the sun icon on the 

right of the screen. It is possible to change language on the right of the top bar, by the Sign In 

box. 

On the left menu it is possible to choose the Library option that takes users to the Library Explorer 

giving the possibility to find articles related to a certain topic.  

2.3.6 Analytics - Analytical dashboard in Kibana:  

By choosing the tab Analytics on the home page the user will be redirected to Kibana’s Sign In 

page. A username and password will be provided by KAJO to individual users.  
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Figure 14 Kibana login 

To allow users to distil some meaningful insight from the large amount of processed textual data, 

KAJO has decided to make use of Kibana, an open source front end application tightly integrated 

with Elasticsearch7. Kibana offers a user-friendly interface for searching, viewing, and visualizing 

data indexed in Elasticsearch and analysing the data through the creation of bar charts, pie 

charts, tables, histograms, and maps among others (the official Kibana’s Users’ Guide is found 

here: https://www.elastic.co/guide/en/kibana/current/getting-started.html). A dashboard view 

combines these visual elements that can consequently be shared via browser to provide real-

time analytical views into large data volumes available in Polirural’s Regional Library.  

KAJO has optimized and fine-tuned nested indexes in an extensive and complex dataset in 

Elasticsearch and exposed an intuitive and efficient analytical and aggregation facility to the users 

with close to no technical knowledge.  

This will enable users with different backgrounds to explore data from their own perspective and 

allow extremely efficient co-design approach to create a final user-defined visualization tailored 

for the user. Initially it was thought that such setup would bring complications and that using 

fixed visualization with predefined filters would be preferable. However, it allows a higher level 

of interactivity for users with solid data analysis knowledge, permitting a gradual exploitation of 

the hidden information layers.  

The figure below shows the main view of the dashboard. There are some basic controls in the 

upper part, where users can control some basic filtering parameters like the country which are 

mentioned in the documents, select the language, topic, or polarity of the documents.  

In the time selection user has various possibilities to define the time interval for the analysis. 

Easiest is to use the “Relative” option which refers to X number of time units ago/from now or 

the “Absolute” option which is as simple as the traditional calendar control.  

 
7 For more information please visit: https://www.elastic.co/kibana 

https://www.elastic.co/guide/en/kibana/current/getting-started.html
https://www.elastic.co/kibana
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Figure 15 Analytical dashboard 

Once a user defines the filters and applies them, the entire dashboard is updated. It is very 

important to set the time window to filter the documents. The default is set to the last 15 minutes 

(this might result in no items being displayed).  The time filter can be set using the following 

control. 

 

 
Figure 16 Time filter 

In addition to the predefined controls, users can further set the filtering term in the search bar 

(e.g. “CAP” as in the figure below) and/or configure custom filters (described in the following 

section). Each of the filters applied is shown in the panel above the controls (Figure 17).  
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Figure 17 Visualizing filters in the dedicated panel 

2.3.6.1 Preconfigured Polirural Dashboard 

The first section shows some basic statistics of how many documents are available and what is 

the distribution of the languages and sources. The map view is showing the document count for 

each country. Please note that now each document is divided in paragraphs and the number that 

is visible in the Polirural Documents Count box represents the total number of paragraphs. This 

might change in the future, if necessary. At the time of writing this report the Regional Library 

contains roughly 120000 paragraphs contained in more than 2000 documents collected by the 

Project’s partners.  

 

Figure 18 Preconfigured Dashboard 

Moreover, the two Donut Charts represent the language distribution and the sources of the 

Regional Library. By clicking on the different colour-sections one can select a specific language 

and a specific source. The collection of Tweets has started recently and thus the number of 

messages collected is still small. However, this shall gradually grow and the user by clicking on 

the Donut Chart can select whether the text analysis should be made on the base of the sources 

provided by the Project’s partners, by the Tweets or by a mix of the two. If the user wants to 

explore the opinions expressed on Twitter regarding a certain topic or policy, he/she should 

select the relevant source in the Donut Chart.    
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2.3.6.2 Overall polarity plot 

The polarity is a measure of the sentiment of the documents and of the Tweets. This plot shows 

the distribution of documents in 10 polarity chunks between -1 (very negative) and plus 1 (very 

positive). The Y axis displays the total counts of documents in each of the chunks. Users can click 

on any of the bars in the chart to select documents belonging to that polarity chunk. For example, 

if a user likes to see only those documents with a very negative sentiment, this can be either 

done via the dedicated filter or simply by clicking on the dark red bar in the graph. 

 

Figure 19 splitting polarity in 10 groups (10 emotions) 

2.3.6.3 Topic word cloud 

The word cloud has become a popular way of exploring semantic space. In the Polirural 

dashboard, we are using it to show the top scoring topics in the entire collection of documents 

and/or any subset of documents resulting from the filters set by the user. Users can click on any 

topic in the cloud visualization and this topic will be added into the filters and all dashboards 

visualizations adjusted accordingly.  
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Figure 20 Word cloud 

2.3.6.4 Top scoring topics and their sentiment distribution: 

Since each topic extracted from a variety of documents has a full range of sentiments associated, 

it is important to understand the distribution of the various sentiment classes. This plot can 

provide insight into what are the most frequent topics and if the topics are appearing in the 

documents in more positive, negative, or neutral context. 

 

Figure 21 Bar chart displaying polarity about the most common topics in the Regional Library  

The dashboard also provides a similar plot for Named Entities identified in the text. For example, 

if there is an organization, a person or a geographic region frequently mentioned in the text and 

with what sentiment.  
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Figure 22 Bar chart representing polarity in recognized Named Entities 

2.3.6.5 Map view to browse documents: 

The dashboard also contains a map view, which shows the locations extracted from the text and 

provides interactive possibilities such as zooming, selecting by drawing a polygon on the map. 

The dots on the map represent documents in the library that can be recalled. There are two layers 

in the map. One shows single documents (dots) and the other shows the document counts for 

square tiles of dynamic size (closer zoom will result in smaller aggregation tiles). 

 

Figure 23 Map view of the documents 
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2.3.6.6 Advanced filtering options 

The user has full freedom to define custom filters. This is done through the “Add filter” 

functionality at the top of the Kibana page (see Figure 24). In the first step the filtering field is 

selected. In the second step the user must define the selection operator (is, is not, is one of, is 

not one of, exists, does not exist).  The last step is to set the desired value/s of the parameter. 

Each search can be saved for future use.  

 

Figure 24 Advanced filtering 

2.3.6.7 Cookbook of text mining in support of decision making.  

The following section provides examples of how to find answers thanks through Semantic 

Explorer to some of the questions that project’s partners may be confronted with.  

Question 1: What are the main topics in Czech language? What is their sentiment and what 

are the most mentioned named entities? 
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Figure 25 Representations of the main topics in Czech, their sentiment and the most mentioned entities  

Question 2: How does it change if we look at documents related to “venkov” (countryside)? 

 

Figure 26 Selecting the topic “venkov” 

Question 3: What are the biggest barriers in Belgium?  

We can look at the topics from country set to Belgium and Polarity between -1 and -0.5 (very 

negative) 

 

Figure 27 attempt in detecting the challenges in rural areas in Belgium 

2.3.6.8 Custom visualizations in Kibana 

This section is not meant to provide full documentation for Kibana, but rather give a quick startup 

guide to create some most popular graphs. Visualization interface can be accessed from the left-

side bar menu in the Kibana interface.   

2.3.6.8.1 Basic bar chart 

In the Visualization interface select “Create visualization” and select vertical or horizontal bar 

chart and then choose source. Please select “semexp_v3” (at the time of writing this document). 

Users can choose the metrics to be shown on the axis. The default is the documents count (full 

list of options).  By clicking the “Add” button, the user can select the metrics for the other axis 

(Y-axis). The first step is to select the aggregation method depending on the data type. For 

numeric values it can be min, max, sum, average, ranges etc. For strings the aggregation could 

https://www.elastic.co/guide/en/elasticsearch/reference/7.5/search-aggregations-metrics.html
https://www.elastic.co/guide/en/elasticsearch/reference/7.5/search-aggregations-metrics.html
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be “terms”. For example, to show documents counts by country, add the X-axis, set the 

aggregation to terms and select field “loc_country”. The “size” parameter controls the number 

of items to be listed ordered by document counts.  

 

Figure 28 Bar chart representing the documents per country 

In a similar manner, it is possible to construct also other types of graphs. A popular way is to show 

cross correlation between two variables in the form of a heatmap. To show relation between 

topics and location types we can use the following configuration of the heatmap graph.  
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Figure 29 Heatmap 

2.3.6.8.2 Wordcloud 

Word Cloud is a simple and straightforward illustration of the semantic space of a certain topic. 

The word cloud in Figure 29 illustrates the most recurrent topics in the Regional Library. At the 

same time, it also could answer the question: Which are the most salient topics in the discourse 

about rural areas? 
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Figure 30 Word cloud  

The visual impact of the word cloud is particularly clear with the topic “rural development” 

highlighted by the bigger font. Moreover, if the user needs a more precise quantification, the 

option Inspect on the top left of the screen (see Figure 31) gives the possibility of viewing the real 

numbers.  

  

Figure 31 Inspect function in the word cloud 

In the case of Polirural Regional Library the ten most relevant topics are illustrated in Table 2 

extracted with the Inspect function.  

Topics Count  

Rural development 9,868 

Rural area 8,286 

Rural environment 6,769 

Rural population 4,952 

Local development 4,950 

Rural architecture 4,849 

Regional development 4,467 

Rural habitat 4,248 

rural law 3,877 
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Table 1 extracting numbers from a word cloud 

2.3.6.8.3 Mapping documents 

To show the documents on the map, every document has all locations identified in the text 

assigned with geographic coordinates. This allows us to place the documents on the map. This 

can be done either as one pointer on the map for each single document or in form of 

aggregations. To see the distribution of documents by country use the following configuration.  

 

Figure 32 Mapping documents  

2.3.6.8.4 Social Media 

This view should provide the basic information about the social media collection. Users should 

get a fast overview of what is being collected in terms of number of Tweets, language 

distribution, most pronounced locations and topics.  
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Figure 33 Visualizing social media basic information 

 

2.3.7 Search function:  

 

Figure 34 Search function 

The search function is located on the top bar under the magnifying glass icon         and allows the 

user to search for a document by searching by key word in the search bar.  
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2.3.8 Statistical overview of resources 

The home page also contains various compartments displaying statistically the contents of the 

Regional Library. The box on the right shows the number of organizations involved, the 

languages, the documents, and the overall number of Tweets. Five more sections in the lower 

part of the home page present more in details the contents sub-divided into general, social 

media, scientific papers, report, and others. For the moment most of the documents are placed 

in the “General” section but developers are aiming at finding filtering solutions to automatize the 

ordering of the documents that are already in the Regional Library. For new documents that will 

be added in the future partners will be asked to give the system more precise information 

regarding the type of the document. Further sections show the division of documents per 

language, per topics and per places. These sections will help with keeping track of the progresses 

made by partners in enriching the Library. 

 

Figure 35 Statistical overview of repository 
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3 The Basic Concepts of Text Mining 

3.1. NLP, Machine learning and AI 

Research in Natural Language Processing (NLP) started in the 2nd half of the 20th century 

together with research on Artificial intelligence (AI). Processing of natural language was one of 

the goals of AI and the well-known Turing test8 formulated in 1950 by Alan Turing is about 

understanding of text and communicating in natural language9. At the beginning, the systems 

were based on complex sets of hand-written rules, later various machine learning algorithms and 

statistical methods started to be used. In the early 2000s the neural networks started to be 

adopted. This came together with the rise of available computing power and training data 

accessible from internet content. Currently all state-of-the-art systems in NLP are based on 

Neural Networks (deep learning). The research in this field continues rapidly and there are still 

open problems10. 

NLP breaks down language into shorter, more basic pieces, called tokens (words, periods, etc.), 

and attempts to understand the relationships of the tokens. The higher NLP tasks include Content 

Categorization, Topic Discovery and Modelling, Contextual Extraction, Sentiment Analysis, Text-

to-Speech and Speech-to-Text Conversion, Document Summarization and Machine Translation11. 

The importance of text mining and NLP rises because most of the information available is not 

structured and in “free” natural language form, so there is a need for automated processing of 

this information. 

In our system NLP is used for Keyword and Topic extraction and modelling, Sentiment analysis 

and Named Entity Recognition (NER). All these tasks require more basic NLP tasks such as Word 

and Sentence tokenization, Dependency parsing, Part of Speech tagging, lemmatization, 

semantic comparisons of words. We use state-of-the art libraries such as spaCy, udpipe, gensim 

or polyglot and models trained on large text corpora.  

3.2. Brief description of the system workflow and core functionalities 

The core of the NLP system consists of 3 main processes - topic extraction, named entity 

recognition and sentiment analysis as shown in Figure 36. 

 
8 "The Turing test is a test of a machine's ability to exhibit intelligent behaviour equivalent to, or indistinguishable 
from, that of a human." https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Turing_test. Accessed 13 May. 2020. 
9 “natural language” is “A language that has developed naturally in use (as contrasted with an artificial language 

or computer code)” https://www.lexico.com/definition/natural_language 
10 "The 4 Biggest Open Problems in NLP - Sebastian Ruder." 15 Jan. 2019, https://ruder.io/4-biggest-open-

problems-in-nlp/. Accessed 13 May. 2020. 
11 "A Brief History of Natural Language Processing" 22 May. 2019, https://www.dataversity.net/a-brief-history-

of-natural-language-processing-nlp/. Accessed 13 May. 2020. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Turing_test
https://www.lexico.com/definition/natural_language
https://ruder.io/4-biggest-open-problems-in-nlp/
https://ruder.io/4-biggest-open-problems-in-nlp/
https://www.dataversity.net/a-brief-history-of-natural-language-processing-nlp/
https://www.dataversity.net/a-brief-history-of-natural-language-processing-nlp/
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Figure 36 Main processes of the NLP system 

3.2.1. Text extraction 

Web page links are entered by partners. The system crawls these pages, extracts text and stores 

them in Elasticsearch database. We can process regular web pages, various types of text 

documents (pdf, .doc, …) and process the streams from social media (e.g. Twitter). Further details 

about crawlers are included in section 5.4 and in Polirural’s Deliverables 2.1 and 2.2.  

3.2.2. Topic extraction and modelling  

It is the most complex NLP task in the system. It is a multi-label classification problem. We are 

using a restricted list of topics which can be assigned to the text. It can be broken down into 

smaller tasks here below described. 

3.2.2.1. Keyword extraction  

The most important words or noun phrases are identified in the text. Graph-based TextRank 

algorithm12 (based on Google’s PageRank algorithm which was proposed to analyse the link 

structure of web pages) was selected as the best method to extract a list of keywords from the 

text. These keywords can also be later used for summarizing the text. 

 
12 "TextRank: Bringing Order into Texts." 

https://web.eecs.umich.edu/~mihalcea/papers/mihalcea.emnlp04.pdf. Accessed 13 May. 2020. 

https://web.eecs.umich.edu/~mihalcea/papers/mihalcea.emnlp04.pdf
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3.2.2.2. Topic similarity comparison 

Extracted keywords are compared to a list of topics (see description of GEMET below) and most 

similar topics are selected. The comparison is done by Word Mover’s Distance13 (WMD) algorithm 

which is one of the most accurate algorithms available to semantically compare documents. We 

optimized the performance WMD algorithm itself and took advantage of multiprocessing to gain 

the best speed performance. The topic similarities are computed in word embedding space. We 

adapted available pre-trained fastText models which were trained large with corpora from 

Common Crawl and Wikipedia data14. Because of performance these models were reduced down 

to improve the performance and RAM usage - the models contain only 100 000 - 200 000 most 

used words for every language and these words are in lemmatized form to be able to deal with 

high inflected languages (e.g. Slovak, Czech, Polish) 

3.2.2.3. Subtopics exploration 

The system allows users to explore topics which have been previously extracted directly from the 

text. In addition, it gives the possibility to explore further topics which are semantically similar to 

those extracted. This is done using domain specific word embeddings model (trained language 

model where the words having the same meaning have a similar representation) which links 

semantically similar words and topics. Also, relations from a multilingual thesauri containing a 

general terminology for the environment (see section 2.2 GEMET) can be used to find related 

topics.  

3.2.3. Named Entity Recognition (NER) 

It is the identification of real-world entities such as persons, organisations, locations and others 

(we can identify 19 different categories of entities). Accuracy of NER is highly dependent on the 

annotated datasets. Big human annotated datasets (e.g. OntoNotes with almost 1.5M English 

words15) exist only for larger languages (such as English, Dutch, Greek) but entities can be trained 

also on datasets generated from Wikipedia data16 - in this case only 3-4 entity types can be 

identified (Person, Location, Organisation and Miscellaneous). Extracted entities can link the text 

to specific geographic location, to an organisation or concrete persons.  

3.2.4. Sentiment analysis (opinion, emotion) 

It is a technique used to identify or classify the polarity of text. The opinion polarity can range 

from negative (-1), through neutral (0) to positive (1). It is a challenging task to correctly classify 

 
13 "From Word Embeddings To Document Distances." http://proceedings.mlr.press/v37/kusnerb15.pdf. 

Accessed 13 May. 2020. 
14 "Word vectors for 157 languages · fastText." https://fasttext.cc/docs/en/crawl-vectors.html. Accessed 13 

May. 2020. 
15 "OntoNotes Release 5.0" https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/LDC2013T19. Accessed 27 May. 2020. 
16 "POLYGLOT-NER: Massive Multilingual Named Entity ...." 14 Oct. 2014, https://arxiv.org/abs/1410.3791. 

Accessed 13 May. 2020. 

http://proceedings.mlr.press/v37/kusnerb15.pdf
https://fasttext.cc/docs/en/crawl-vectors.html
https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/LDC2013T19
https://arxiv.org/abs/1410.3791
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the sentiment - in principle how well it agrees with human judgement. (In reality, human raters 

typically only agree about 80% of the time, so even when the raw accuracy of automated 

sentiment analysis is below perfect, statistically, it can be almost as good as human analysis17,18. 

The methods used for sentiment analysis can be based on a dictionary of polarity words or 

training a machine learning or deep learning model. Dictionaries can be manually collected by 

humans or automatically generated. The accuracy is dependent on the data used. Not much 

training data sets is available to train the models (mostly various reviews are used) and even the 

data for testing the models is scarce (this is a problem for almost all non-English languages). The 

best available methods for sentiment analysis were implemented (polyglot19, VaderSentiment20 

and deep learning with LSTM). 

3.3. GEMET21 (GEneral Multilingual Environmental Thesaurus) 

It has been developed as an indexing, retrieval, and control tool for the European Topic Centre 

on Catalogue of Data Sources (ETC/CDS) and the European Environment Agency (EEA), 

Copenhagen. The basic idea for the development of GEMET was to use the best of the presently 

available excellent multilingual thesauri. It contains more than 5000 topics in 37 languages. 

Topics have hierarchical relationships (broader and narrower terms) and “related term” 

relationships. Topics from GEMET were chosen because it was conceived as a “general” 

thesaurus, aimed to define a common general language, a core of general terminology for the 

environment, which is closely related to our main topic of interest - rural areas, development and 

policies.  

3.3.1. Languages covered  

The Semantic Explorer can process texts in the 10 languages listed in Table 2. It was not possible 

to cover Hebrew and Macedonian because of no availability of trained models and lack of 

linguists in this project.  

  

 
17 "How Companies Can Use Sentiment Analysis to Improve Their Business - Mashable." 19 Apr. 2010, 

https://mashable.com/2010/04/19/sentiment-analysis/. Accessed 20 May. 2020. 
18 "Recognizing Contextual Polarity in Phrase-Level Sentiment Analysis" 
http://people.cs.pitt.edu/~wiebe/pubs/papers/emnlp05polarity.pdf. Accessed 20 May. 2020. 
19 "Building Sentiment Lexicons for All Major Languages" 23 Jun. 2014, https://www.aclweb.org/anthology/P14-

2063.pdf. Accessed 13 May. 2020. 
20 "VADER: A Parsimonious Rule-based Model for Sentiment Analysis of Social Media Text" 

https://www.aaai.org/ocs/index.php/ICWSM/ICWSM14/paper/download/8109/8122. Accessed 13 May. 2020. 
21 "About GEMET - Eionet - europa.eu." https://www.eionet.europa.eu/gemet/en/about/. Accessed 13 May. 

2020. 

https://www.aclweb.org/anthology/P14-2063.pdf
https://www.aclweb.org/anthology/P14-2063.pdf
https://www.eionet.europa.eu/gemet/en/about/
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Languages Unique topics 
Words in the 

semantic model 
NER classes 

Czech - cs 4961 148193 3 

Greek - el 4831 188506 6 

English - en 
5167 200221 18 

Spanish - es 4933 169586 4 

Finnish - fi 4094 157796 3 

Italian - it 5064 164954 4 

Latvian - lv 4896 126658 3 

Flemish - nl 
4308 168494 18 

Polish - pl 4792 122589 6 

Slovak - sk 4943 148816 3 

Table 2 List of languages covered by Semantic Explorer with their characteristics: number of unique topics, 
number of words in the semantic word embeddings model, number of NER classes in the NER model 

3.4. Limitations and possible improvements of the NLP system  

Semantic Explorer uses state-of-the-art NLP methods, that consists of 3 main processes - topic 

extraction, NER and sentiment analysis as shown in Figure 2. 

However, since these methods are very innovative new techniques are emerging and space for 

improvement is plausible. In particular, the following points could be analysed and eventually 

improved.  

● Short texts - Understanding of short text is still a challenge in NLP22. Our system deals well 

with longer texts (e.g. whole paragraphs in documents, web pages), but the keyword 

extraction (and subsequent topic extraction) can struggle with short texts (e.g. Tweets). 

One possibility for improvement is to add an additional classifier which could be regularly 

trained on already collected data in the library and even improve in time. Another option 

 
22 "Understanding Short Texts - ACL 2016 Tutorial." 

http://www.wangzhongyuan.com/tutorial/ACL2016/Understanding-Short-Texts/. Accessed 13 May. 2020. 

http://www.wangzhongyuan.com/tutorial/ACL2016/Understanding-Short-Texts/
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is to tune the noun chunk extraction so that a higher number of keywords can be 

extracted also from short texts. 

● Noun chunks (noun phrases which are used as keyword proposals) are extracted 

according to defined rules. For some languages (en, el, es) the rules were part of the 

available spaCy NLP model, but for the rest KAJO had to implement them. For the native 

languages of our developers (sk, cs) we are quite confident that the noun phrases 

extraction works well. However, for other languages such as Latvian and Finnish, fine 

tuning will come with time based on the native speakers’ users’ feedback. For this task it 

will be essential that Pilots test extensively the tool and report feedback to KAJO´s 

developers. For this reason, a structured evaluation has been planned in the forthcoming 

months and direct communication channels between NLP developers and partners are 

being established (Chapter 5).  

● Language-specific tuning of parameters - currently most of the parameters within NLP are 

set globally (e.g. threshold for accepting a topic), but it is planned to fine-tune them to be 

language-specific. Larger dataset of texts collected from library sources and social media 

together with the user feedback on the topic extraction accuracy will be used for this task. 

● Lemmatization23 is crucial for languages which inflect words (Slovak, Czech, Polish, ...) to 

reduce the size and improve the performance of models and accuracy of semantic 

comparisons. Lemmatizers from spaCy and udpipe models are used, but the 

lemmatization is sometimes incorrect (e.g. for languages which connect words together - 

like Finnish). In such cases the words are not found in the model and the semantic 

comparison can struggle. Specialized language-specific or even dictionary based 

lemmatizers can be used to improve the accuracy of lemmatization. 

● Sentiment analysis - the accuracy of sentiment analysis depends on the training data. 

Using general dictionary-based polarity classification can lead to lower accuracy when 

analysing specialized text. We can improve the sentiment analysis accuracy by training 

neural network models on manually annotated domain-specific texts. This will require 

cooperation with experts in the field and native speakers. 

● Named Entity Recognition was trained on general text and for some languages there are 

only 3 classes of entities available - more detailed classification and classification of 

specialized terms would be beneficial. Creating an annotated corpus specific for our field 

of interest with close cooperation with native speakers and experts would be needed.  

● Macedonian and Hebrew: during the project development it emerged that to cover these 

two languages linguists should be involved in the project. The thesaurus used in Polirural 

does not provide a version for these two languages and to create NLP models from scratch 

an advanced language-specific knowledge is required. The following steps need to be 

considered to create a valuable text mining system also for these two languages:  

 

23 “the process of reducing the different forms of a word to one single form” 

https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/lemmatization  

https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/single
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/single
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/lemmatization
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○ translate GEMET topics to Hebrew and Macedonian - this must be done with the 

support of field experts.  

○ NLP model (DEP, POS) lemmatization - for Hebrew, an UDPIPE model is available 

while for Macedonian it must be created from scratch. Further research must be 

carried to understand what tasks will be entailed. Most probably a manual tagging 

of some text with universal dependencies will be needed at first - expert/native 

speakers with advanced linguistic knowledge should do this. 

○ word2vec models (for semantic comparisons of topics) - there are models for both 

languages 

○ In conclusion, in order to expand Semantic Explorer to Macedonian and Hebrew 

additional tasks will need to be carried in cooperation with native speakers’ 

experts in the rural domain and with an advanced knowledge of their native 

languages. These tasks should be carried until the end of 2020. 
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4 Training and evaluation 

The training and evaluation related to the tool will need to take into consideration various 

stakeholders and several aspects. It will be necessary to identify some (3-4) user groups 

representing the consortium to analyse with them what are the specific issues that text mining 

should solve and then evaluate the solutions provided.  The following sections provide more 

detailed information about how project’s partners will be trained and how the tool will be 

evaluated and further developed. 

4.1. Training 

The researchers involved in the design of semex.io realized that text-mining and the functions 

involved are particularly complex. To exploit the potential of the system some basic knowledge 

of data analysis is valuable. However, this limit could be overcome with specific training and with 

the development of tailored solutions. The objective is to make text mining more accessible to a 

wider range of stakeholders. Polirural partners have already received some basic training through 

the webinar on Text Mining performed by Denis Kolokol (KAJO) in December 2019. Furthermore, 

during the second Project’s meeting in Madrid in January 2020, more specific instructions have 

been delivered in the context of semex.io prototype presentation. Partners have been instructed 

on how to feed the Regional Library autonomously with attention on the type of document that 

the system best analyses. From now on, focus will be redirected in coaching partners to use the 

toolbox and to give feedback to further develop it. The ambition is to build new text mining 

pipelines tailored for their specific research needs.  

This co-creation phase will be based on enhanced communication between text mining 

developers and end users. The starting point is the establishment of various working groups 

based on specific expertise and research fields. Foresight, SDM and policy evaluation experts will 

be consulted and eventually involved in the training phase so that they bring their expertise and 

points of view. Together with the experts, WP2 might already start to distil some of the possible 

text mining workflows to be proposed to the end users. In addition, each Pilot could individuate 

one or more text mining referees that could participate in the working groups and in the design 

of the new workflows. Their role will be to attempt at expressing in the clearest way the research 

needs of their organizations/Pilots. Each working group could therefore be composed of an 

expert, a representative from the Pilots and a TM developer. The aim of the working groups will 

be to collaborate in the development and tailoring of the Semantic Explorer toolbox. 

Furthermore, Pilot’s delegated persons, once trained, could provide coaching on text mining 

within their organizations and eventually with their regional stakeholders, thus multiplying the 

training results. They could also assist with the tasks linked with fine tuning the semantic models 

by sharing their linguistic expertise with the developers. Finally, they may become active actors 

in retraining the system by curating some of the most relevant aspects related to their research 

field. 
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Figure 37 Co-creation workspaces 

As in everything, not all researches will be good trainers, some might be good enough, and a few 

will be excellent. Those that are excellent, will be capable of developing TM tools that perform 

very well, on subjects that are relevant, in the sense that they are capable of mining great number 

of texts, far in excess of what any one expert or groups of experts is capable of doing and in a 

very short time frame. The overall aim is to develop meaningful solutions that can be replicated 

in other Pilot areas and, ideally, in different contexts of policy. 

Training could become an iterative practice based on several meetings between the working 

groups. The evaluation process should thus analyse the level of knowledge of participants before 

and after the training sections.   

4.2. Evaluation 

Training and evaluation will be therefore part of the same process. During the training, facilitators 

should ensure the creation of a safe environment so that participants feel free to express their 

opinions and doubts. Discussions should be interactive and focused on the objectives. 

Brainstorming and other types of facilitation techniques will be used so that each participant 

contributes to the discussion. This should lead to a creative and productive environment. Above 

all it will be essential to listen to the voice of Pilots to reach the objective of creating functional 

tailored solutions. In such an environment, participants may provide an open evaluation of the 
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tool giving constructive feedback to the developers. Evaluation surveys will be collected at the 

beginning and at the end of the training phases. Informal mid-term evaluations will serve to 

constantly improve the system. A final evaluation will analyse participants’ opinions about the 

application of the text mining solutions applied to their fields. This will be done by comparing 

their replies before and after the customization to have some objective measure of 

improvements. It will be interesting for instance to understand saving in time and effort the use 

of the TM can provide
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5 Regional Library 

The Regional Library is the main repository for Polirural documents. The following sub-chapter 

describes how it has been built and the challenges and eventual improvements that can be made. 

5.1. Needs library 

In M1-M4 period KAJO created the framework for the Regional Library and collected more than 

1400 new inputs from the twelve Polirural´s Pilots. Initially, the inputs included Related Websites, 

links to Social Media channels, Regional Landscapes, Key Search Words, Relevant Words and 

Crucial Needs totalizing more than 1400 new entries in the library (see Deliverable 4.1 for more 

details). These preliminary inputs have been used to create the basic architecture of the Regional 

Library. 

5.2. Evaluation library 

The second batch of sources include links to Websites and Social Media channels more focused 

on policy evaluation. By the time of this report the Regional Library contains more than 2000 links 

to websites, comprising HTML, .pdf and .doc files in the 12 languages of the project. This number 

is constantly growing and the KPI target of 1800 sources has been therefore fully achieved. The 

collection of documents in the Regional Library might be further extended with additional 

sources associated with activities in WP5 and WP4 related to Foresight and to policy evaluation. 

For this reason, the Regional Library will remain accessible by Polirural´s partners that will be able 

to add constantly new relevant resources.  

5.3. Challenges and possible improvements of the library 

The main problem encountered in the sources is the presence in many documents of a high 

number of charts and images which cannot be analysed by a text mining tool. This can produce 

errors in the system and above all slows down the functioning of Semantic Explorer. Developers 

are however aware that many reports and scientific documents contain a high number of figures 

and charts and are constantly trying to find new technological solutions so that crawlers can filter 

more efficiently the relevancy of the document from a point of view of contents. Future projects 

could focus more consistently with image mining since the number of visual elements in sources 

is rapidly growing. However, text mining technologies in Polirural focused on text as a main 

source for knowledge.  

5.4. Crawlers  

In the Text Mining Technology, the content of the Regional Library is used automatically, 

receiving input for various text-mining pipelines. As those processing pipelines (and their context) 

will evolve over time, it is important to support the reprocessing of input in a consistent and 

effective way. Semex.io includes its own crawlers, but in a very limited version: it is capable of 
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handling only well-written SGML resources (such as HTML or XML) and PDF files. Moreover, it 

can only obtain text from the provided page, not "looking" inside the structure of the web-site 

(so, links to other parts of the web-site are omitted). More advanced crawling solutions, 

extracting links from documents, have been tested but created too much stress on the system’s 

architecture and on the overall speed of the tool. Developers in fact realized that for every 

document an average of 20-40 new links would be added to the Regional Library, expanding 

excessively the size of the repository, and creating complications in the management of space 

and memory. Therefore, it has been decided that it is more efficient to use the data included in 

the curated library provided by the experts from the Pilots. Further research could be envisaged 

to develop a more advanced crawling system.
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6 Infrastructure and deployment 

As mentioned in Deliverable 2.1 the final set of services was about to be deployed on the 

Digitalocean platform. 

However, during the testing stage of the TM process it became evident that the variety of 

solutions for storage of TM results is much wider than planned (taking into consideration the 

number of sources and their multilingual character). Therefore, the infrastructure was deployed 

on a completely different cloud platform that provides a more affordable solution for storing 

large corpus of data. 

To increase the flexibility in development, testing, and deployment, we decided to implement a 

microservice architecture24. The idea of microservices is to split the architecture of a big service 

into multiple loosely coupled services that can be independently deployable. This enables the 

team to work on different parts of the project while simplifying the process of integrating the 

services into a larger infrastructure. This also enabled us to easily scale the services and assign 

them to specific server instances with low overhead as compared to a monolithic or manual 

installation approach. 

There are three common distributed platforms when handling microservices, namely 

Kubernetes25 , Apache Mesos26, and Docker Swarm27. Kubernetes and Apache Mesos both 

require increased overhead for managing and configuring the cluster, whereas Docker Swarm is 

a much simpler variant. Docker Swarm was therefore our choice that offers management of the 

microservices with increased flexibility while being low in maintenance overhead. On single node 

clusters, it is also possible to use Docker Compose28, which can be used for Docker Swarm by 

simply extending the configuration. 

As for the time of preparing this document the main servers are operational and already able to 

get requests from then potential users, namely: 

• main application server (user management, Library management, API to the core of Semantic 

Explorer features): 

o web-framework: Django 2.1 - Django is a high-level open-source Web Framework built 

on Python which we use as a backend for our web interface. Django is used in many 

well known sites, such as Mozilla, The Washington Times and Instagram among 

others. It follows the model-template-view (MTV) architectural pattern, which 

enables faster development while maintaining a well-organized structure. 

 
24 Newman, Sam (2015-02-20). Building Microservices. O'Reilly Media. ISBN 978-1491950357 
25 [2] https://kubernetes.io/ 
26 [3] http://mesos.apache.org/ 
27 https://docs.docker.com/swarm/overview/ 
28 https://docs.docker.com/compose/ 

https://d.docs.live.net/4418158bfa0e801c/Documents/KAJO/Polirural/Report%201%20-%206/KAJO%20Periodic-technical-and-ethics-report.docx#_ftnref1
https://kubernetes.io/
https://docs.docker.com/swarm/overview/
https://docs.docker.com/compose/
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o webserver: Nginx (latest) - Nginx is an open-source and commonly used Web Server 

that also offers a reverse proxy, load balancer and HTTP cache among others. Nginx is 

used in this project to handle traffic to our Django web framework. 

o core functionality written in: Python 3.7 

o API engine: a Python library Tastypie (latest) - Tastypie is a web service API built for 

the Django web framework which we use for the REST-API endpoints. 

o data streaming: MongoDB 4.2 

o message queue: Celery (latest) with MongoDB 4.2 as backend - Celery is an open-

source asynchronous and distributed task queue that we employ to schedule our NLP 

tasks. 

o NLP & ML tasks: spaCy, Gensim, polyglot, scikit-learn 

o front-end / visualization platform: EL Stack kibana, d3 of JavaScript, React - Our 

frontend consists of Kibana, D3js, and React. Kibana is a data visualization interface 

that is used to visualize and navigate through data in Elasticsearch. D3js is an open-

source JavaScript library which is used for building advanced and interactive 

visualizations. Finally we employ the React, which is a commonly used open-source 

web framework that simplifies and modularizes user interfaces on the web. 

• database server for application data (users’ data, documents metadata, etc.): 

o DBMS: MongoDB 4 - MongoDB is an open-source document-oriented NoSQL 

database. It allows easy storage and retrieval of JSON-like data and is also well-

equipped to be scaled across multiple machines and handling large loads and 

throughput. 

• cluster for indexed data for semantic analysis: 

o database for indexed data: Elasticsearch 7.5 - Elasticsearch is an open-source search 

engine built on top of the Apache Lucene library. It offers high-speed full-text search. 

It is well integrated into the Elastic Stack with other tools like Kibana, Logstash, and 

the Beat framework, among others. 

All the software is installed on the appropriate servers and the integration of the packages is 

tested. The deployed solution is ready to test the main features. 

The current infrastructure model allows for quick re-organisation of services, adding new nodes 

in case of necessity and re-assigning already existing services to new virtual machines () VMs. See 

figure 34 for the diagram of the current infrastructure. 
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Figure 38 The current infrastructure 
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7 Conclusion 

The development of semex.io has been a very productive research project that contributed in 

appreciating the potential and the challenges of a Text Mining tool dedicated to policymaking, in 

the field of rural development. The product created is a powerful tool able to extract knowledge 

from unstructured data and communicate the results in the most effective way (Objective 2). 

Text Mining should be able to provide useful insights to researchers involved in Foresight, SDM 

and other research activities that contribute to empower policymakers. More field 

experimentation will need to be made in the forthcoming months to combine in the best way 

these three technologies. Nonetheless, this outcome is in line with the original proposal idea 

which aimed at breaking down research silos to better understand and tackle regional challenges. 

It also seems to meet Polirural aim at creating an innovative and reusable concept “that draws 

upon participatory principles, stakeholder knowledge, big data, original research and advanced 

analytics to deliver more accurate foresight for rural regions, contributing to new and enhanced 

policy intervention” (Polirural Project Proposal). Plans already exist to reuse the synergies 

created in Polirural between Text Mining, Foresight and System Dynamics Modelling in other 

fields of research. At the same time rural development might benefit from the methodology 

described in future projects. 

The development of the tool started with the creation of the Regional Library where all the 

partners provided links to relevant documents. Following various meetings with Pilots, as well as 

with other Work Packages, the Semantic Explorer started to take shape. As described in this 

report the functionalities that seem to work best as a support to policy related activities are Topic 

extraction, Named Entity Recognition (NER), Geo-location, noun chunks/tokens and, last but not 

least, Sentiment Analysis/Polarity. Through these NLP processes the user is able to extract 

insights regarding a chapter such as the main topic, short summary of long texts, the geo-location, 

text related to organizations or places and whether the text contains positive or negative 

sentiments. Users are equipped with a powerful analytical dashboard which allows exploring 

data with advanced analytics. The analytical frontend is equipped with the Workspace section, 

dedicated to continuous development following feedback from partners. The idea behind this 

configuration is to create a truly effective co-design process towards a final user tailored 

workspace.    

The next few months of activity of WP2 will be therefore dedicated to exploring the best blend 

between the solutions above described to respond in the most accurate way to the project’s 

needs. Tailored solutions will be developed following feedback collected during the training and 

evaluation meetings. For what concerns the 12 Pilots the aim is to create a reference list/pool for 

each pilot to support them in detecting and solving the challenges ahead. The data could be 

gathered in a unique repository and used along the research journey. An evaluation form with 

specific partner suggestions will be created and online meetings will be organized to discuss 

directly with partners eventual feedback. Moreover, a forum with various topics about the 
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Semantic Explorer is already running on Polirural’s communication platform (Redmine). This 

could be further developed with a Frequently Asked Question section regarding the tool.  

Another important outcome that emerged is the importance of inputs from experts and partners. 

Ideally a text mining tool should be able to search all the Internet for relevant information. 

However, this would put great stress on resources. For research projects such as Polirural it is 

especially important to manually create the initial library by collecting relevant documents that 

can then be text mined. In the initial stage of development, it is essential that experts in the field 

provide a curated collection of documents so that the library contains pertinent material and 

creates accurate results. In the case of Polirural, problems arose when dealing with important 

.pdf containing many images and graphs. 

Finally, although the current infrastructure model allows for quick re-organisation of services, 

adding new nodes in case of necessity and re-assigning already existing services to new virtual 

machines, some fine tuning and continued support will be necessary given that some new 

features might emerge with time. It is necessary to mention that the creation of the Text Mining 

solution does not end with the delivery of the finalized product. It is an iterative process not only 

in terms of its development, but also in its usage. Information to be analysed and processed is 

massive in amounts and complexity. The solution will need constant monitoring and 

maintenance.  
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Annex 1 - Access through open API for developers 

In addition to the tools available via https://semex.io/, its data and semantic features can also be 

accessed via Application Program Interface (API). Below is the description of the main API 

endpoints and ways to acquire data making HTTP requests to them29. 

Root endpoint 

To see all available resources, go to: https://semex.io/api/v1/?format=json 

Resource calls 

Resource consists of data and schema. 

Resource data: /api/v1/<<resource_name>>/?format=json 

Example: /api/v1/library/?format=json 

Resource schema: /api/v1/<<resource_name>>/schema/?format=json 

Example: /api/v1/user/schema/?format=json 

Resource calls 

Resource’s default mode of representation is a list of objects. 

Every single object has a resource_uri attribute, which leads to a detailed representation of a 

particular object. 

In the list mode meta container displays limit and offset (see parameters below), URLs for 

previous and next portion of data (in case limit and offset are used) and total number of records 

in the output. 

Parameters 

Format 

/api/v1/<resource_name>/param1_name=param1_value \ 

        &param2_name=param2_value& \ 

        ... \ 

        &paramN_name=paramN_value 

Parameters that serve as filters, allow for modifiers. Each modifier can be applied to a field of a 

certain type. 

● exact - equality: any type 

● iexact - equality, case insensitive: strings 

 
29 In this document only a short version of the manual is given. The full version is being constantly updated. It 

can be found here - https://github.com/KajoServices/polirural-semex-doc/tree/master/API 

https://semex.io/
https://semex.io/api/v1/?format=json
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● exists - any type 

● startswith - strings 

● istartswith - case insensitive “startswith”: strings 

● endswith - strings 

● iendswith - case insensitive “endswith”: strings 

● contains - strings 

● icontains - case insensitive “contains”: strings 

● match - matching pattern (can include *, e.g. racoon*): strings 

● in - inclusion: lists 

● nin - not in: lists 

● lt - less than: numeric values, dates, timestamps 

● lte - less than or equal: numeric values, dates, timestamps 

● gt - greater than: numeric values, dates, timestamps 

● gte - greater than or equal: numeric values, dates, timestamps 

● ne - not equal: strings, numeric values, dates, timestamps 

Format: paramname__modifier=value 

Examples: 

...&text__startswith=Rural 

...&text__icontains=transport 

The list of available filters and their modifiers are available in each endpoint’s schema. 

Common parameters 

● format - available formats: xml, json, yaml 

● username - not a param, but a part of authentication token (together with api_key, see 

below). NB: this can also be sent as Authorization header. 

● api_key - a part of the authentication token (together with “username”). NB: this can 

also be sent as Authorization header. 

● limit - limits number of objects returned. Applicable only in case of detailed reports. 

Default: 36. Example: …&limit=100 

● offset - number of records to skip from the beginning. Together with “limit” is used to 

divide data to pages (pagination). Default: 20. Example: …&offset=40 

Endpoints 

Regional Library 

Plain list of sources (GET) 

https://semex.io/api/v1/library/?username=username&api_key=api_key 

https://semex.io/api/v1/library/?username=username&api_key=api_key
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Sorting library sources 

By default sources are sorted by the field created_by descending (latest first). 

For custom sorting use parameter order_by followed by the name of the field (see the following 

examples). 

● Sorting by the owner (owners are users who create sources - in this particular case it will 

be sorted by username): 

https://semex.io/api/v1/library/?order_by=owner 

● Sorting by language descending: 

https://semex.io/api/v1/library/?order_by=-lang 

● To sort by multiple fields use order_by parameter for each field: 

https://semex.io/api/v1/library/?order_by=-updated_at&order_by=-lang 

WARNING: Order matters. Consider the following examples: 

Sort by source_type, and then - within a set of each source type - sort by created_at 

descending 

https://semex.io/api/v1/library/?order_by=source_type&order_by=-created_at 

Sorting by nested fields 

It is also possible to sort by fields that are represented as objects (for example, owner) - in the 

following example the output is sorted by the name of the organization, which is represented by 

owner (note that "name" is redundant, since this is a default field that represents an 

organization). 

...&order_by=-owner__profile__organization__name 

Filtering 

Use names of fields for filtering in the same manner as parameters (see “Parameters” above): 

https://semex.io/api/v1/library/ 

    ?username=username 

    &api_key=4f23...d3c4 

    &source_type=text/html 

Filters can be combined: 

https://semex.io/api/v1/library/ 

    ?source_type=application/pdf 

    &lang=it 

    &created_at__gte=2020-02-18 

https://semex.io/api/v1/library/?order_by=owner
https://semex.io/api/v1/library/?order_by=-lang
https://semex.io/api/v1/library/?order_by=-updated_at&order_by=-lang
https://semex.io/api/v1/library/?order_by=source_type&order_by=-created_at
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    &size_src__lte=500 

The resulting list of objects can be sorted: 

https://semex.io/api/v1/library/ \ 

    ?source_type=application/pdf 

    &lang=it 

    &created_at__gte=2020-02-18 

    &size_src__lte=500 

    &order_by=-updated_at 

Filtering by created_at and updated_at 

Time range 

In addition to the standard modifiers (__gt, __lte, etc.) filtering by date fields (created_at 

and updated_at) can be performed using time ranges. Time-range is a string that consists of 

two dates (start and end), divided by vertical bar (|): 

https://semex.io/api/v1/library/ 

    &created_at=2015-05-08T10:00|2015-05-09T12:15 

It is possible to use both date- and time-stamps as values for ranges, and to combine them in the 

same query: 

https://semex.io/api/v1/library/ 

    &created_at=2015-05-08|2015-05-09T12:15 

Time range can be specified in human readable format: 

https://semex.io/api/v1/library/ 

    &updated_at=2 hours ago|now 

It is possible to use other human readable keywords, e.g. “1 day ago”, “January 12, 2017”, 

“Saturday”, etc. 

Examples: 

https://semex.io/api/v1/library/ 

    &updated_at=2020 Feb|yesterday 

 

https://semex.io/api/v1/library/ 

    &created_at=1st of Jul 2012|in 2 hours 

 

https://semex.io/api/v1/library/ 
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    &created_at=2020 Feb|2020-03-05T12:15 

    &updated_at=2 hours ago|now 

WARNING: in all given examples two values are necessary: start and end date (divided by vertical 

bar). The following example will cause 400 Bad Request: 

https://semex.io/api/v1/library/ 

    &created_at=1 day ago 

If the goal is to filter the records for the last day, use the following request: 

https://semex.io/api/v1/library/ 

    &created_at=1 day ago|now 

Reserved keywords 

Finally, there are reserved keywords that don’t require a pair of values: today, yesterday, this 

week, last week, this month, last month, this year, last year. 

https://semex.io/api/v1/library/ 

    ?created_at=last month 

    &updated_at=yesterday 

Filters based on time-ranges and reserved keywords are inclusive, i.e. they automatically stretch 

filters from the beginning of the starting date (0:00, or 12am) to the end of the ending date 

(23:59:59 or 11:59pm). So, the following examples are equivalent: 

https://semex.io/api/v1/library/ 

    ?created_at=2019-12-31|2019-12-31 

 

https://semex.io/api/v1/library/ 

    ?created_at=2019-12-31T00:00:00|2019-12-31T23:59:59 

Search 

Search endpoint is available at the following URL: 

https://semex.io/api/v1/search/?query=policy 

Searches are performed by the text (or list of items) stored in the following fields (properties): 

text, text.<lang>, url, entities. 

If search by a single field (or by several, but not all) is required, use match modifier on a chosen 

field(s): 

https://semex.io/api/v1/library/ 

 &text__match=tourist* 

https://semex.io/api/v1/search/?query=policy
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 &loc_name__match=flanders 

Note that in the latter example, search will be performed by all text fields. If a boosted search by 

a language-specific field is necessary, use __match modifier directly on that field: 

https://semex.io/api/v1/library/ 

 &text.spanish__match=productividad agrícola 

Search with filtering 

Search can be combined with filters: 

https://semex.io/api/v1/search/?query=agricultural biodiversity 

 &created_at=last month 

 &loc_country=Belgium 

 &order_by=-created_at 

All the rules applied to the filtering of Regional Libraries are applicable in this case. All possible 

options for filtering can be found in schema of the resource: 

    https://semex.io/api/v1/search/schema?format=json 

There is one particular field that requires a special mention: source_type. Its value explains the 

origin of the document and in combination with source_id is used to track the original 

document.  The value in source_type always consists of three parts, each of which refers to 

module, application within the module and data model within application. For example, consider 

the following fragment: 

    { 

        "created_at": "2020-04-12", 

        "updated_at": "2020-04-23", 

        "resource_uri": "/api/v1/library/5e92e8ba4dcefb2097391a17", 

        "source_id": "5e92e8ba4dcefb2097391a17", 

        "source_type": "app:sources:LibrarySource", 

        "text": [ 

            "Migration of youth from <em>rural</em> <em>towns</em> to 

bigger cities due to lack of opportunities is a common phenomenon 

nowadays, resulting in the ageing of <em>rural</em> areas. Youngsters 

should feel themselves addressed by the affairs and future of their 

<em>towns</em> and the EU.", 

            "They should be involved in dialogues, aiming to find 

solutions for challenges, hence making <em>rural</em> <em>towns</em> 

and the EU attractive." 
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        ], 

        "topics": [ 

            "new town", 

            "city", 

            "inner city" 

        ], 

   "url": "https://europa.eu/regions-and-

cities/programme/sessions/582_en" 

    } 

In this fragment the value of the field ̀ source_type` equals to "app:sources:LibrarySource", which 

can be read as follows: 

- module: app 

- application: sources 

- data model: LibrarySource 

The value of the field source_id points to the document within this scheme. 

NB: this information is necessary only if you want to filter by source types (i.e. 

&source_type=feed:twitter:tweet). If you only want to reach the original document from 

the search results, the field resource_uri serves this purpose - it points to the API endpoint 

with the details of the found document. 

Possible values: 

- app:sources:LibrarySource' 

- app:sources:Keyword 

- app:sources:ReadingList 

- app:accounts:Organization 

- app:regions:Landscape 

- app:regions:Region 

- feed:twitter:tweet 

Warning: this list is extendable! 

Aggregated data (GET) 

Documents can be aggregated by geo-location (path in the response content: 

["features"][<docindex>]["geometry"]["coordinates"]) and timestamp (path: 

["features"][<docindex>]["properties"]["created_at"]). 
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If any of the aggregation parameters appear in the request, the response contains additional field 

“aggregations”, where a summarized number of documents are gathered in “buckets”, and 

sorted accordingly (see below). 

If you are interested in aggregated results only, it is possible to exclude original documents 

entirely by setting size param to zero (see example below). In this case the field features will 

still be present in the response to comply with GeoJSON format, but it will be an empty list. 

https://semex.io/api/v1/library/ 

    ?agg_hotspot=true 

 &size=0 

Aggregation by geo-location 

https://semex.io/api/v1/library/ 

    ?loc_country=Poland 

 &agg_hotspot=true 

 &agg_hotspot__precision=4 

 &agg_hotspot__size=1000 

agg_hotspot__precision parameter (integer) takes values between 1 and 12 and indicates 

how precise an aggregation is on a map: 1 is 5,009.4km x 4,992.6km, 12 is 3.7cm x 1.9cm30. The 

default value is 5. Be careful to use very high precision, as it is RAM-greedy, while generally not 

being very useful for in each hotspot it is statistically being aggregated 2-3 documents. 

agg_hotspot__size - maximum number of buckets to return (default is 10,000). When results 

are trimmed, buckets are prioritized based on the number of documents they contain 

(doc_count). 

Buckets are sorted by doc_count descending (bigger at the top). 

Aggregation by created_at (date-time histogram) 

https://semex.io/api/v1/library/ 

    ?loc_country=Poland 

 &agg_timestamp=true 

 &agg_timestamp__interval=90m 

agg_timestamp__interval defines interval for collecting records. Available expressions for 

interval: 

 
1. 30 The full list of possible values can be found at 

https://www.elastic.co/guide/en/elasticsearch/reference/6.2//search-aggregations-bucket-
geohashgrid-aggregation.html#_cell_dimensions_at_the_equator)  
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● year - 1y 

● quarter - 1q 

● month - 1M 

● week - 1w 

● day - 1d 

● hour - 1h 

● minute - 1m 

● second - 1s 

Fractional time values are not supported, but it is possible to achieve the goal shifting to another 

time unit: e.g., 1.5h could instead be specified as 90m. 

Warning: time intervals larger than than days do not support arbitrary values but can only be one 

unit large at its maximum, e.g. 1w is valid, 2w is not. For large intervals use days: for example, for 

a precision value of two weeks use 14d. 

Buckets are sorted by timestamps of the intervals, ascending. 

Date-time histogram with average sentiment 

In Semantic Explorer database sentiment is stored in the field polarity. Date-time histogram with 

average values of polarity is being obtained on the following way: 

https://semex.io/api/v1/library/ 

    ?topics=rural population 

    &topics=rural attractiveness 

    &country=Ireland 

    &agg_polarity=true 

    &agg_polarity__interval=90m 

This indicates calculation of the average sentiment for each timestamp bucket. In the example 

above in each bucket (1.5hrs long) in addition to doc_count will contain avg_polarity. 

User feedback (PATCH) 

A registered user can leave a feedback for any particular document: 

PATCH 

https://semex.io/api/v1/library/<source_id>/<paragraph_number>/?a

pi_key=<user_api_key>&username=<username-or-email> 

Content-Type: application/json 

Connection: keep-alive 

cache-control: no-cache 

data = '{ 
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    "feedback": { 

        "topics": [ 

            "natural disaster", 

            ], 

        "relevant": false, 

        "note": "This has nothing to do with natural disaster: this 

paragraph is about population decline!" 

    } 

}' 

 

PATCH 

https://semex.io/api/v1/library/<source_id>/<paragraph_number>/?a

pi_key=<user_api_key>&username=<username-or-email> 

Content-Type: application/json 

Connection: keep-alive 

cache-control: no-cache 

data = '{ 

    "feedback": { 

        "entities": [{ 

            "text": "natural disaster", 

            "start_char": 12, 

            "end_char": 28, 

            "label": "GPE" 

            ], 

        "relevant": false, 

        "note": "Not an entity, just a text!" 

    } 

}' 

The comment will automatically be stamped with a date-time mark and a link to a user profile. 

Warning: feedback is a paragraph based. It is impossible (and useless) to leave feedback for the 

whole document. 
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Warning: feedback don’t have history, i.e. it is possible only to re-write a comment, but not to 

add one. However, if a user wants to leave a feedback for an article that is already commented 

by someone else, a new comment will be added. 

The structure of the feedback itself is free-form for as long as the user keeps all valuable 

information in a form of dictionary under the feedback key. However, for the procedural 

simplicity we suggest keeping the following keys, when giving a feedback: 

● <fieldname> - <list> of values that are considered as relevant to the subject of a 

current paragraph. This can either be a subset of original topics key, or entirely new 

topics, or combination of both. Class can also be Named Entity - for example, it is possible 

to change a label of the entity or discard the entity entirely, if it was detected mistakenly. 

By “class” here is meant a category or a keyword that somehow describes a topic of a 

given document. Example of implementation: a checkbox list of topics, from which 

checked items become classes in the feedback. 

● relevant - <boolean> indicating whether a found document (a tweet in its entirety 

or a paragraph of a library source) is relevant to the topic. This key is optional, if tweet is 

considered to be relevant, while a user wants to specify a list of classes (see above) or 

simply to leave a note. 

● note - <string> (optional) comment on the reason for leaving feedback. 
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